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Most of the current day applications are compute and data intensive which laid a platform for invention of
technologies like Hadoop. Hadoop uses a Map Reduce paradigm to solve the problem by using parallelism. Cloud

computing environments have provided more flexibility in using Hadoop to solve Big Data problems without any

investment on infrastructure procurement and maintenance and take the advantage of parallelism with required
scalability. The current schedulers of Map Reduce tasks can be improved for virtual environments to reduce the

cost of the services used in the cloud. This work proposes an efficient scheduler for Map reduce applications in
cloud environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Parallelism of tasks is one of the biggest achievements in the computing field. From the invention
of MPI to current day Map Reduce framework there has been a different way of utilization of
parallelism to improve the performance of the system. Multi core architectures have paved the
way to utilize the parallelism to next level. Hadoop is the framework used to solve problems
involving large amount of data using automatic parallelism[1] in the form of map and reduce
tasks. Hadoop has a good advantage of moving computation towards data rather than normal
strategy of moving data towards computation. The input data is copied into Hadoop Distributed
File System(HDFS)[4] with a replication factor of 3 by default. The input data is divided into
multiple chunks of fixed size( by default 64 MB in Hadoop1 and 128MB in Hadoop YARN.
Hadoop execution life cycle has three phases Map Phase, Shuffle phase and reduce phase .

. Fig. 1: Phases of Map Reduce framework in Hadoop

The Hadoop framework automatically divides the given problem into multiple tasks and exe-
cutes multiple map tasks parallely on multiple nodes. The intermediate results from map tasks
are shuffled into different buckets which are hashed to different reducers. Each reducer processes
the intermediate output from multiple map tasks and the output from the reducers tasks are
written back into HDFS.

2. SCHEDULERS IN HADOOP YARN

Hadoop has built in three types of schedulers which are FIFO scheduler, Fair Scheduler, Capacity
Scheduler [2]. Hadoop provides scheduler as a pluggable component which enables users to specify
scheduler as per their requirements. The Resource Manager manages and allocates resources to
applications in a cluster. Scheduler is a part of Resource manager that handles the scheduling
policies of Hadoop cluster. User applications are placed in Queues which allows multiple users
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to share the cluster. Hierarchical queues are used to decide about the sharing of resources in the
cluster. FIFO Scheduler schedules the jobs in First in first out order of their submission time.
Fair Scheduler shares the resources fairly to all the jobs running on cluster when only one job
is present. It occupies entire cluster when only one job is present. As other jobs are submitted
every job gets equal share of resources. Capacity scheduler allows sharing resources of large
cluster giving each organization a minimum guarantee of capacity.

3. EXISTING WORK

Apart from Hadoop package available schedulers many researchers worked on designing different
schedulers for Hadoop with different requirements. Delay scheduler, Dominant Fairness scheduler,
Adaptive scheduler are some parts of works done for designing schedulers for Hadoop clusters
[8]. Delay scheduler enables a task to wait for specified time until it gets a chance to execute
on a node which has its data. Delay scheduler tries to optimize the time by reducing the time
required to transfer the input data to the node as the node is non local to that input split.
Dominant Fairness scheduler categorizes jobs as CPU dominant or mem ory dominant based on
resource requirements of the job. Number of tasks allocated to run concurrently for each job is
designed to satisfy the dominant resources of the jobs. Adaptive scheduler was designed to use the
performance of jobs to adjust the amount of resources. It studies about the behavior of jobs and
uses that information in deciding amount of resources that can be given for that job. Apart from
these standardized works there are many researches on scheduling mechanism like HaSTE[19],
EHadoop[9], SAMR[11], HScheduler[17] by different researchers . Different schedulers are being
designed to optimize the runtime/cost of the map reduce jobs in heterogeneous environments,
cloud environments [3, 5, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16].

4. PROPOSED WORK

Cloud Technologies have been commonly used now days due to its advantages like easy to use
infrastructure, no requirement of skills to maintain and use infrastructure, quick deployment of
required number of resources , scalability, Fault tolerant etc., As Hadoop is a framework which
needs more number of nodes to run parallel to take advantage of its design. With cloud computing
environments, now users need not incur costs to buy the required infrastructure and maintain it,
but can use the services provided by cloud to establish a hadoop cluster very quickly and need not
worry about the number of resources e.g Amazon EMR provides a very flexible way of establishing
a Hadoop cluster and execute Hadoop jobs. It also provides Ganglia Resource monitoring tool
which enables users to have a complete picture of their usage and run time statistics. Out
previous work [1] discussed about the study of Amazon EMR in executing Hadoop jobs. Our
work projected that run time of a task is affected by the performance of virtual machine as many
number of virtual machines will be created in a particular node in cloud virtualized environment.
Our proposed work is to design a Hadoop scheduler that suits the cloud environment, where
the scheduling of map and reduce tasks is being done in consideration with the characteristics
of the virtual machines and the task. This enables a proper assignment of tasks to different
containers scheduled on virtual machines in such a way that the total execution time of all the
tasks is minimized. Let M be the number of map tasks and R be the number of reduce tasks of
a particular job.
No of mappers= file size/input split size.

If 3 machines are rented in the cloud, then the M map tasks are to be distributed to 3 machines
in such a way that the total execution time is minimum. Let t < mi, Hi > denote the time taken
by map tasks mi on machine Hi. Let n < m,Hi > denote number of map tasks scheduled on
machine Hi. Then average time taken by n < m,Hi > tasks on machine H1

n<mi,H1>∑
i=1

t < mi, H1 >

n < m,H1 >
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Similarly, average time taken by n < m,Hi > are reducer tasks on machine H1 is

n<ri,H1>∑
i=1

t < ri, H1 >

n < r,H1 >

The goal is to minimize the overall execution time on 3 nodes

Min[

3∑
j=1

{
n<mi,H1>∑

i=1

t < mi, H1 >

n < m,H1 >
+

n<ri,H1>∑
i=1

t < ri, H1 >

n < r,H1 >
}]

In cloud environment t < mi,Hj > or t < ri,Hj > also depends on the VM it is being deployed
along with the job. When multiple jobs are executed on the cluster, If proper scheduling of tasks
can be done while creating containers on virtual machines then an optimized execution time
can be obtained. In cloud environment usually we pay on hourly basis, execution time plays a
crucial role in the cost and deadline. To provide an efficient scheduling we categorize job as CPU
intensive and IO intensive depending on the statistics of the execution of map tasks. Virtual
machines can also be categorized as CPU heavy or IO heavy machines depending on the current
CPU and IO space utilization of the host on which the virtual machine is deployed. As the cloud
environment is virtualized environment, multiple virtual machines are placed on a single host.

When scheduling a task which is IO intensive if a virtual machine which is less IO heavy is
choosen or for a task which is CPU intensive if a virtual machine with less CPU utilization is
choosen in in consideration with data locality then the overall execution time of all the tasks of
multiple jobs can be optimized. A host which has a virtual machine executing a CPU intensive
task is optimal for other task which is IO intensive. This strategy would be optimal if the huge
jobs which has many map tasks so that the knowledge gained by executing the initial map tasks
enable to tag the tasks belonging to that job as either CPU intensive or IO intensive. This
knowledge can be applied for scheduling the remaining tasks effectively.

To design a scheduler that can schedule the map reduce tasks based on job characteristics and
VM characteristics in Hadoop framework does not increase time complexity. NodeManager can
specify the average CPU usage and amount of IO of the task running on it in its heartbeat.
ResourceManager can decide on scheduling the jobs on the nodes so that jobs of different usage
can be scheduled on a node to make efficient utilization of the cloud resources.

Job are categorized to CPU-intensive, IO-intensive and every job is associated with a 2 digit
tag which indicates the intensiveness of the job [15]. MSB indicates the CPU intensiveness and
LSB denotes IO intensiveness. Tag with value 01 indicates a job which is IO-intensive and value
10 indicates a job which is CPU-intensive. Tag value of 00 indicates an equal weight of CPU
intensiveness and IO- intensiveness.Similarly 2 bit tag is used for virtual machines to indicate the
current load of CPU and IO of the host on which the virtual machine id deployed. Submission of
cloudlets is decided with reference to the tag of jobs and virtual machines. Job can be assigned
a tag by user if the behavior of the task is known or can be identified after few map tasks get
executed as defined in algorithm3. When a virtual machine tag indicates as CPU heavy then a
task which is less CPU-intensive and more IO-intensive would be appropriate choice. Load aware
scheduler is designed to submit the jobs in consideration with the job characteristics and VM
characteristics where the submit cloudlets is modified to schedule the cloudlets to VM as per
their characteristics.
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.

SubmitCloudlet() algorithm identifies an appropriate task for each VM and assigns them to
it.The decision is based on the characteristics of job and the virtual machine.

.

cloudletReturn() algorithm is being implemented to analyze the characteristic of Job so that
it can be used in scheduling decisions of remaining map tasks of the job.
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.

5. EVALUATION

To simulate the proposed algorithm we used CloudSimEx simulator [6] which is an extension of
CloudSim simulator in support of Map Reduce Simulation. CloudSim[7] supports server virtu-
alization. It enables creation of multiple datacenters. VM allocation policies are used to assign
a virtual machine to a host. VM allocation policies are defined for each data center. VM sched-
uler policies are used to allocate resources to VMs by each host. Cloudlet scheduler policies are
defined for particular VM which manages the cloud application jobs internally. Cloudlet is any
job/task/request to be executed.

CloudsimEx is completely event driven where all the simulation steps are handled by events
placed in two different types of queues: Future Queue and Deferred Queue. Future Queue holds
all the events when generated and later are moved to Deferred queue based on the source and
destination of the events.

CloudSimEx is being modified to suit the Hadoop environment of map reduce programming.
The following changes are being made to simulate CloudSimEx for the implementation of Load
Aware Map Reduce scheduling algorithm

1. Cloud.yaml is changed to include only public data centers 2. Number of machine instances
as per the user request instead of all machines available in datacenter 3. Allocation of Vmtype
based on user request 4. To include locality info of the tasks input data 5. Decision Process in
binding of cloudlet to Vm 6. Simulation.properties to include no of machines and machine types
as requested by user.
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.

The above proposed algorithm is implemented in CloudSimEx simulator and the results indicate
that proper binding of cloudlet to VM based on their run time characteristics decreases the
execution time. The execution time plays a key role in cloud environment as user needs to pay
on hourly basis. The algorithm is tested with 2 test cases and each test case with number of
machines as 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. In each test case three jobs are submitted and the total VM processing
time and Cost of each VM is studied. The final Execution time of the cluster with n machines
to complete both the jobs is considered as the maximum amount of time used by the VMs in the
cluster and similarly the cost.
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. Table1 : ExecutiontimesforMapreducejobs : 501, 152, 92
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. Fig.2 : ComparisonofFIFOandLoadAwareschedulingforMapreducejobs : 501, 152, 92

.
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. Table2 : ExecutiontimesforMapreducejobs : 302, 152, 501

. Fig.3 : ComparisonofFIFOandLoadAwareschedulingforMapreducejobs : 302, 152, 501

The evaluation of the proposed Load Aware scheduling algorithm indicate an improvement of
14 to 17 percent in the makespan of the jobs submitted to Hadoop cluster on cloud. It is observed
that though finish time of job1 is less in FIFO, the load aware algorithm schedules the task in
such a way that the makespan is minimized so that the rent paid for cloud usage would be less.
This algorithm is more advantages when large Hadoop jobs are submitted to Hadoop cluster on
cloud .It would be only helpful in the situations where makespan of jobs is important so that
cloud usage cost is minimized.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we evaluated the performance of map reduce scheduler in cloud environments
considering the current load on the virtual machine and the usage characteristics of jobs under
execution. This work helps in reducing the execution time of the map reduce jobs when executed
in virtualized environment especially by reducing the cost to be paid for the cloud infrastructure
usage. Map reduce framework is being currently used very commonly which enables parallel
execution of map and reduce tasks. This algorithm enables the parallel execution of map reduce
tasks to be optimized based on the virtual environment provided by the cloud provider to the
user. This algorithm would be more helpful if the cloud users are charged on minutes basis
instead of hourly basis.
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